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Abstract
Gene Expression Programming is a new evolutionary algorithm that overcomes many limitations of the more established Genetic Algorithms and Genetic Programming.
Its application to event selection in high energy physics
data analysis is presented. The algorithm allows sig
nal/background separation with an accuracy of
for data samples with a signal to background ratio between
0.25 and 5.

INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary Algorithms, such as Genetic Algorithms
(GA) [1] and Genetic Programming (GP) [2], are inspired
by biological evolutionary theories. In these algorithms the
solutions to a problem are represented as individuals which
evolve throughout generations due to the interactions with
other candidate solutions and the application of genetic operators that create genetic variation. Individuals are entities which encode candidate solutions to a problem (GA),
or computer programs as candidate solutions to a problem
(GP).
Gene Expression Programming (GEP)[3] is a new Evolutionary Algorithm that overcomes some of the limitations of GA and GP. The individuals of a population are
non-linear entities of different size and shape (expression
trees) which are encoded as strings of fixed length (chromosomes). This separation and the structural organisation
of the chromosomes allow unconstrained genetic modifications, while always producing valid expression trees. These
characteristics allow GEP to outperform GP by more than
two orders of magnitude for symbolic regression problems,
and more than four orders of magnitude for classification
problems [4].
The first application of GEP to particle physics data analysis was presented in [5]. The present study is an extension
of that analysis for more complex datasets and more complex chromosome configurations.

GEP FUNDAMENTALS
The GEP algorithm is described in detail in [3] and [4].
Here only the main ideas are summarised.
The algorithm starts with the problem definition, the encoding of the candidate solution of the problem into a chromosome and the definition of the fitness function that describes how good the candidate solution is for the problem
at hand. Then an initial population of chromosomes is randomly generated, the chromosomes are translated into ex-

pression trees, and the fitness function is evaluated for each
chromosome. If a solution of adequate quality is not found,
a set of chromosomes is selected and reproduced, creating
a new generation of chromosomes. The process is repeated
until an optimal solution to the problem is found or a given
number of generations is produced.
The candidate solution is encoded into a chromosome
composed of one or more genes of equal length. A gene is
divided into a head composed of terminals (variables and
constants) and functions, and a tail composed only of terminals. The length of the head ( ) is an input parameter of
the algorithm while the length of the tail ( ) is given by:





(1)

where  is the largest arity of the functions used in the
gene head.
The list of functions and variables to be used in a gene
is input information for the algorithm, while the constants
are created by the algorithm itself in a range specified by
the user.
Each gene is translated into an expression tree using simple rules as described in [3]. In the case of multigenic chromosomes, the expression trees are connected with a linking
function defined by the user. The selection of the chromosomes to be reproduced is made using the elitism (unchanged replication of the best fitted chromosome into the
next generation) and the roulette-wheel [6] methods. The
chromosomes selected with the roulette-wheel method are
reproduced applying on them a set of genetic operators:

 replication (cloning) - copies exactly the chromosome
into another chromosome;
 mutation - randomly changes a symbol of a chromosome into another symbol (preserving the rule that the
tails contain only terminals);
 transposition - randomly copies a part of the chromosome to another point in the gene head of the same
chromosome;
 recombination (cross-over) - exchanges parts of a pair
of randomly chosen chromosomes.

METHODOLOGY
In this study GEP is applied to an event selection problem using a statistical learning approach. The algorithm is
used to extract selection criteria for the signal/background
classification.
The study was performed using APS (Automatic Problem Solver) 3.0 [7], a Windows based commercial software

Table 1: GEP input functions - Set 1
Function
Definition
AND1
if  AND  then 1 else 0
AND2
if  AND  then 1 else 0
OR1
if ! OR " then 1 else 0
OR2
if ! OR " then 1 else 0
IFB1
if #$ then 1 else 0
IFB2
if #%$ then 1 else 0
IFB3
if #&$ then 1 else 0
IFB4
if #$ then 1 else 0
IFB5
if (' then 1 else 0
IFB6
if *'
)  then 1 else 0

Table 3: Classification accuracy of solutions found by GEP
29i
,nh
for training datasets with Y
'jbkml;=
and =
Head Acc.(%) Acc.(%) Acc.(%)
S/B=0.25
S/B=1
S/B=5
1
83.34
85.82
92.00
2
90.76
90.30
92.80
3
94.88
91.66
91.98
4
94.88
92.22
92.80
5
95.04
92.10
92.80
7
95.04
92.10
92.94
10
95.36
91.66
92.98
20
95.50
92.14
92.80

Table 2: GEP input functions - Set 2
Functions
+,.-/,01,32
, , ,
 % &
,
' ')
Pow, Pow10
Sqrt, Inv
Ln, Log, Exp
Abs, Neg, Mod
Sin, Cos, Tan
Asin, Acos, Atan

(range also given as input to the algorithm) were used to
construct the GEP chromosomes.
Other GEP input parameters were: the length of the gene
head (between 1 and 20), the number of chromosomes per
generation (100) and the maximum number of generations
(between 3000 and 20000, depending on the complexity of
the chromosomes). The genetic operator rates were kept as
recommended in [4]: bk Po;o for mutation, bk p for transposih
tion and bk for recombination.
The fitness function was the number of hits (the number
of events correctly classified as signal or background).
The performance of the algorithm was analysed in terms
of the classification accuracy parameter (q DFD ) defined as
the the ratio of the total number of events correctly classified (signal and background) to the total number of events
of the sample.

for function finding, classification and time series analysis
with GEP.
The data sample was a set of Monte-Carlo events for
465
production in 798 7;: interaction at < 10 GeV from the
BaBar experiment [8]. The classification rules were extracted from training samples containing =;; events and
tested with other samples containing a similar number of
events. The number of events was limited by the processing capabilities of the APS 3.0 software.
Each event contains a set of variables usually used in a
4(5">@? ?
standard cut-based analysis for
8 : selection:

?

4(5

A$BC9DFE - distance between the two daughters of
at
the point of closest approach,
A$GIH1J - radius of the cylinder that defines the 798 7:
interaction region,
A K GMLNK - half length of the cylinder that defines the 798 7:
interaction region,
A K DFCPOQSR9TUWVWX.K - absolute value of the cosine of the 4 5
helicity angle,
AY Z/[ - 4 5 signed flight length defined as the projec4(5
tion of the vector from interaction point to
decay
465
vertex on the
momentum direction,
A$Z\O.]_^ - statistical significance of the 4(5 flight length,
A$`/D.ab] - cd probability of 465 vertex,
AefEgOO - 4"5 reconstructed mass.
These variables, together with the functions listed in
Table 1 and Table 2 (given as input to the algorithm), and
-/h ,.h X
with floating point constants in the range of Q
 

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Two analyses, with two sets of input functions, were
performed on datasets with the signal to background ratio
(S/B) equal with 0.25, 1 and 5.

Analysis with a small number of input functions
In this analysis the set of ten functions listed in Table 1
(Set 1) was used as input information for the algorithm,
together with the variables and the constants range listed in
the previous section.
The classification accuracy of the solutions found by
GEP using chromosomes with the length of the gene head
varying between 1 and 20 is presented in Table 3, for all
training datasets analysed. It can be seen that the classification accuracy is high, over 90%, in almost all cases.
The solutions found by the algorithm can be interpreted
as cuts, similar with those used in a standard cut-based
analysis. Table 4 summarises the GEP classification cri29i
teria for the dataset with Y
'rbkml;= .
An example of a solution found by the algorithm for a
chromosome with the length of the gene head equal to 10
is depicted in Figure 1 as an expression tree. The variation of the fitness of the best individual per generation as a
function of the number of generations is shown in Figure 2

Table 4: Classification criteria found by GEP for the training dataset with stPuwvxzy {|
Head Selection criteria
1
}\~n_by ; ;
2
}\~n_by ;xb9.r ;
3
}\~n_by gz/.b ;
4
}\~n_by gz/.b ;
5
}\~n_by ;b MP{y |bz/.z ;
7
}\~n_by Pzz/.b3/.b x ;
10
}\~n_|by {;bI!xzyb9Fr;/.z !xz¡
}\~n_yxbI!xzy {;xb3s }/¢£xbym{
20
/nb xb9.xzz6!¤f~~¡

Figure 1: Expression tree corresponding to the solution
found with a gene with head length v¥nx and with the Set 1
input functions ( st9u¦vrxbym{;| training dataset)

¨ }\~n_©y x
¨ z6!xzy {;«ª
¨ s }/¢©!x;«ª
¨ /.z¬!xby x;xb
¨ 9F"!xby «ª
¨  g{y ;«ª
In the standard analysis the selection criteria were optimised in order to maximise the statistical significance of
the signal while in GEP analysis the selection criteria were
optimised to maximise the classification accuracy. This difference in the optimisation procedure explains why GEP
does not find the last two selection criteria used in the standard analysis. In addition, these two last cuts do not have a
major influence on the selection, reducing the background
by an additional xby  and the signal with an additional  ,
compared to the previous four cuts.
The 9.j®x and zj¯¤fg~~ cuts found by GEP
does not have any influence on the selection. They are
found early in the search process and are superseded by
more powerful selection rules (for example ¦°xbym{ )
found later in the evolution process. They remain, however, in the final solution as the algorithm, in the current
development, does not have the ability to eliminate this redundancy. Mechanisms for penalising the redundant rules
can, however, be considered and developed.
It is also interesting to note that GEP finds alternative
powerful selection rules, as for example z6!/.z , that
are not normally used in a standard cut-based analysis.

for the same solution. A high quality solution is found very
early in the evolution process, in less than 500 generations.
The plateau of the distribution indicates the convergence of
the search process.
The highest classification accuracy is obtained with a
chromosome with the length of the gene head equal to
20. The corresponding selection criteria are very similar
to those used in a standard cut-based analysis [9]:

Figure 3: Classification accuracy as a function of the length
of the gene head for the training (open squares) and test
(full diamonds) data samples with stPuwvf (Set 1 input
functions)

Figure 2: Fitness of the best individual per generation as a
function of the number of generations (head length v§nx ,
Set 1 input functions, st9u¦vrxbym{;| training dataset)

The selection criteria found by GEP on the training data
were tested on independent test data, with similar signal to
background ratios. The classification accuracy obtained on
the test data is very similar to that obtained on the training
data, in all configurations. An example is shown in Figure
3 where the dependence of the classification accuracy on
both training and test datasets as a function of the length of
the gene head is presented for the datasets with st9uwv¦ .
This close similarity indicates that the solution found by
GEP has a good generalisation power.

Analysis with a large number of input functions

Figure 4: Expression tree corresponding to the solution
found with a gene with head length ±¥²n³ and with the Set 1
and Set 2 input functions ( ´µP¶w±³b·m¸;¹ training dataset)
The analysis presented in the previous section was repeated using the 36 input functions listed in Table 1 and
Table 2 (Set 1 and Set 2). The solutions found by GEP are
more complex but they do not improve the classification accuracy. Figure 4 shows the solution found by the algorithm
with a chromosome made of one gene with the length of the
head equal to 10 on the training dataset with ´µP¶º±¥³z· ¸¹ .
The classification accuracy obtained with this solution was
around 95.00%.

CONCLUSIONS
The present study of GEP application for event selection
in high energy physics data analysis indicates this algorithm is a potential powerful method for fast and automatic
identification of powerful selection criteria.
A signal/background separation with an accuracy of
92-95% was obtained on datasets with ´µP¶»±f³z· ¸¹¼.² and
¹ .
The algorithm seems also to have potential to discover
new correlations between variables, potential that can be
exploited in searches for both known and unknown physics
processes.
For the problem and the data samples analysed here, the
increase of the number of the input functions was found not
to improve the signal/background classification accuracy.
These promising results motivate further developments,
applications and software implementations of the GEP algorithm.
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